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a b s t r a c t
Calibration of models is an important step in financial engineering. However it can be
costly, especially in view of the increasing complexity of the models.
In this paper we explore the use of reduced basis as is done in fluid mechanics for the
Navier–Stokes equations or as proposed by Maday, Patera and Turinici [Y. Maday et al., A
priori convergence theory for reduced-basis approximations of single-parameter elliptic
partial differential equations, J. Sci. Comput. 17 (1–4) (2002) 437–446]. It is shown that the
methodworkswell if we use convex combination of the basis functions instead of themore
general linear combination; however, while this ideamakes sense in view of the properties
of the Black–Scholes equation, we have no proof to general linear combination; however,
while this idea makes sense in view of the properties of the Black–Scholes equation, we
have no proof to justify it mathematically.
The paper presents a numerical investigation of the problem posed.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
Black, Scholes and Merton [1] (see also Willmott [2]) proposed pricing a call option Ct on an asset St with strikeK and
maturity T by Ct = CK,T (St , t), the solution at (St , t) of
∂tC + 12σ
2S2∂SSC + rS∂SC − rC = 0, C(S, T ) = (S −K)+ (1)
where r is the interest rate and σ the volatility. While in the original model σ is constant, it is common practice to calibrate
(adjust) σ to allow (1) to reproduce market observations Ck at S0, t0, namely known calls with maturities Tk and strikesKk,
k = 1 . . . K . The calibration problem (also called the ‘‘smile’’) is quite stiff. Avellaneda et al. [3] proposed a way around this
problembyminimizing an entropy function instead of using the Black–Scholesmodel; other authors have used optimization
and control theory (see Achdou et al. [4] and the references therein) at the cost of large computing time somehow unfit to
trading.
Dupire’s equation, recalled in Section 1, and a change of variable, reduce the problem to a search for x, t → σ(x, t) such
that the solution of
∂tu− σ
2x2
2
∂xxu = 0 with u(x, 0) = (S0 − x)+ (2)
satisfies u(Kk, Tk) = Ck, k = 1 . . . K .
Under mild hypotheses on the data a solution exists but the problem is ill posed because any interpolation u˜ of the data
u(Kk, Tk) satisfying the initial condition gives an answer:
σ 2 = 2∂t u˜
x2∂xxu˜
(3)
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provided positivity holds; this is the case if u˜ is convex and growing with time, two conditions which indeed put restrictions
on the data set {Kk, Tk, Ck}1...K for the existence of u˜ but show also that there may be an infinite number of such
interpolations; furthermore some will not depend continuously on the data.
Hence the problem has too many solutions and some are unstable! We wish to find a mechanism which selects one
regular and stable solution with additional properties such as σ(x, t) ∈ [σm, σM ] ∀x, t and with stability properties,
i.e. bounded sensitivities of σ with respect to small changes of the data.
We propose a least square method with a Tikhonov regularization and a search for the volatility surface in a set of small
dimension built with some analogy with the reduced basis method introduced in [5].
In the Reduced Basis Method, the space of admissible volatilities is spanned by the basis functions {σ i}I1. Then for any
σ =
I∑
1
biσ i (4)
the price u is computed by a Galerkin projection: find
u =
I∑
1
aiui (5)
solution for i = 1 . . . I of∫
R+
u(T )ui(T )−
∫
R+×(0,T )
(
u∂tui + ui x
2σ 2
2
∂xxu
)
=
∫
R+
(S0 − x)+ui(0) (6)
where the ui are themselves solution of Dupire’s equation with volatility σ i.
Then the coefficients bi are adjusted so as to minimize the errors u(Kk, Tk)− Ck:
min
b
K∑
1
|u(Kk, Tk)− Ck|2. (7)
However for such aminimization σ is not really needed;wemay aswell assume directly that u is given by (5) andminimized
(7) with respect to a directly, and later recover b by (6).
The paper begins by recalling Dupire’s result, but presented from the point of view of duality between the state equation
and its adjoint. Then we present a stable discrete implementation of (3), the Reduced Basis Method and the connection
between the two methods. Finally, and this is in the core of the paper in fact, we compare both methods.
1. Formulation of the problem
1.1. Dupire’s equation and the adjoint state
Consider a Call C(S, t), on an asset St with strike K at maturity T , modeled by the Black–Scholes partial differential
equation (1).
Proposition 1 (Dupire [6]). Let v be solution inR+ × (t0, T ) of
∂tv − 12σ
2S2∂SSv + rS∂Sv = 0, v(S, t0) = (S0 − S)+ (8)
then
C(S0, t0) = v(K, T ) (9)
.
Proof. Let Q := (Sm, SM)× (t0, T ) and consider the Black–Scholes equation and its adjoint
∂tu+ η(S, t)∂SSu+ µ∂Su− ru = 0, u(T ) = uT (S) (10a)
∂tp− ∂SS(η(S, t)p)+ ∂S(µp)+ rp = 0, p(0) = p0(S). (10b)
Then, an integration by parts in time and Green’s formula in space applied to (10a) multiplied by p solution of (10b) and
integrated over Q yields
u(S0, t0) =
∫ SM
Sm
uTp(T )dS +
∫ T
t0
pη∂Su− u∂S(ηp)+ pµu |SMSm . (11)
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To apply this identity to (1) we take Sm = 0, SM = +∞, u = C , η = 12σ 2S2, µ = rS. The second integral vanishes because
u ∼ S and p ∼ 0 faster than S−1 at infinity, and pη, pµ, pu, η are zero at S = 0.
Let v be a double primitive of p, i.e. ∂SSv = p then, (10b) becomes
∂tv − η∂SSv + rS∂Sv = aS + b, v(S, t0) = c + dS + (S − S0)+ in Q (12)
because, withW := ∂Sv, the drift term in (10b) is
∂S(rS∂SW ) = r∂SS(SW )− r∂SW = ∂SS(rS∂Sv − rv).
Now uT = (S− K)+, so ∂SSuT = δ(S− K), where δ is the Dirac function at 0 and a, b, c, d integration constants; let us apply
a double integration by parts on (11):
u(S0, t0) =
∫ ∞
0
uT∂SSvdS =
∫ ∞
0
v∂SSuTdS + [uT∂Sv − v∂SuT ]∞0
= v(K , T ) if v vanishes at∞, and uT (0) = ∂SuT (0) = 0. (13)
There are several choices possible; by choosing a = b = 0 and c = S0, d = −1, we recover Dupire’s result and obtain (9)
because (S− S0)+− (S− S0) = (S− S0)− = (S0− S)+ so v vanishes at infinity and the initial condition in (8) is the desired
one. 
1.2. Simplification by a change of variable
Consider the following change (without loss of generality r is not time dependent but constant):
u(x, t) = v(xert , t). Then ∂tu = ∂tv + rS∂Sv at S = xert .
So u verifies:
∂tu− x
2σ 2
2
∂xxu = 02∂xxu = 0, u(s, t0) = (S0 − x)+. (14)
In other words, this change of variable brings us to the case r = 0 in the variable S, t .
1.3. Problem statement
We rename the observations {xk, tk, uk}K1 ; the problem now is to find (x, t)→ σ(x, t) such that u solution of (14) gives
u(xk, tk) ≈ uk, k = 1 . . . K .
Remark 1. It may not be desirable to calibrate a model in these new variables because the volatility surface will depend
upon r . Nevertheless what follows can be done also in the original variable and for the sake of clarity we shall work in these
new variables.
Consider
min
σ∈Σ
{
K∑
1
|u(xk, tk)− uk|2 + ε
∫
R+×(t0,T )
(x2∂xσ 2 + σ 2) : subject to (14)
}
. (15)
Proposition 2. Assume that there exists a time increasing and x-convex interpolant u˜ of the data {xk, tk, uk} such that ∀x > 0
x2σ 2m
2
∂xxu˜ ≤ ∂t u˜ ≤ x
2σ 2M
2
∂xxu˜ ∀t ∈ (t0, T ) and u˜(x, t0) = (S0 − x)+. (16)
Then problem (15) has a unique solution which, when ε→ 0, among all interpolants satisfying (16), is the one which minimizes
the norm of the Tikhonov regularization in (15).
The proof of a similar result can be found in [4]; here the result is stated with a weaker hypothesis on σ because it was
realized that by reformulating the problem with v = ∂xu classical results on the weak continuity of σ → v of
∂tv − ∂x
(
x2σ 2
2
∂xv
)
= 0, v(x, t0) = 1x>S0
could be applied.
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2. A parametric framework
It seems one ought to be able to exploit the fact that (14) gives
σ 2 = 2∂tu
x2∂xxu
. (17)
In an attempt to do so we look for u in the form
u(x, t) =
I∑
1
aiui(x, t) (18)
where ui is solution of (14) with a given non-constant volatility σi and where a = {ai}I1 is solution of
min
a∈RI
 K∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣ I∑
i=1
aiui(xk, tk)− uk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
:
I∑
1
ai = 1
 . (19)
Notice that u given by (18) satisfies (14) with σ computed by
σ 2 =
I∑
1
aiσ 2i ∂xxu
i
J∑
1
ai∂xxui
. (20)
This approach is very fast and of course all equations are satisfied; to validate it we must:
1. Check that (20) is positive everywhere. This can be done a posteriori.
2. Check that in (19) the minimum value is small. This too can be checked at the end of the algorithmic process.
3. Show that the method is stable with respect to data variations. This depends on the condition number of the matrix
((
∑
k u
i(xk, tk)uj(xk, tk)))i,j.
Remark 2. If we add the constraints ai > 0 then we have
σm ≤ σi ≤ σM , i = 1 . . . I ⇒ σm ≤ σ ≤ σM
however it seems unrealistic to hope for a small minimum value in (19). Our numerical experience with such constraint
indicates that it is indeed too restrictive.
3. Reduced basis approximation
Nowwe address the problem of the size of I , the number of basis functions, by comparing the method with the Reduced
Basis Method (RBM), introduced in Maday et al. [5] where it is proved in a simple case and observed in cases like ours that
there is an exponential decay of the error when I grows.
In RBM too a finite set of independent µi = σ 2i /2 is chosen and as above ui denotes the solution of (14) with σ i for
volatility (however ui is not required to satisfy the initial condition). Then for any different σ the approximated price is
computed by
u(x, t) =
I∑
1
aiui(x, t)
with ai determined by∫
R+
u(T )ui(T )−
∫
R+×(t0,T )
(
u∂tui + σ
2x2
2
∂xxu ui
)
=
∫
R+
(K − x)+ui(t0) ∀i = 1 . . . I. (21)
This equation is (14) projected on U = Sp{ui}I1 with the first term integrated by parts in time so as to include the initial
condition in the formulation. As above, to improve precision, the ui should be solutions of (14) but not necessarily with the
same initial conditions.
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Remark 3. An integration by parts in time in (21) gives:∫
R+×(t0,T )
ui
(
∂tu− σ
2x2
2
∂xxu
)
+
∫
R+
ui(u(x, 0)− (S0 − x)+) = 0. (22)
So it is better if {ui(·, 0)}I1 forms a reduced basis as well.
As (21) defines a mapping σ → {a}I1 → uσ , the following problem makes sense:
min
b
{
K∑
k=1
|uσ (xk, tk)− uk|2 : σ 2 = 2
I∑
1
biµi(x, t), uσby (21)
}
. (23)
Tikhonov regularization could be added also but since I will be kept small it is not essential.
An iterative solution would then be to:
1. Choose an initial set b := {b0i }I1.
2. Compute σ by (23)
3. Compute {ai}I1 by (21)
4. Construct bm+1 which diminishes the error in (23) (by a descent algorithm for instance).
5. Go back to Step 2 withm← m+ 1 until convergence.
3.1. Comparison
Notice that Problems (23) and (19) would be proved identical if one could show that for any {ai}I1 summing to one there
exists {bj}I1 such that∫
R+
u(T )ui(T )−
∫
R+×(t0,T )
(
u∂tui +
(
I∑
1
bjµj
)
x2
2
∂xxu ui
)
dxdt =
∫
R+
(K − x)+ui(t0) ∀i = 1 . . . I (24)
holds with u(x, t) =∑I1 aiui(x, t), ui satisfying the initial condition.
This is a linear system B b = F with
Bij =
∫
R+×(t0,T )
µj
x2
2
∂xxu ui
Fi =
∫
R+
(u(T )ui(T )− (K − x)+ui(t0))−
∫
R+×(t0,T )
u∂tui
=
∫
R+×(t0,T )
ui∂tu. (25)
If B is invertible then the two methods differ only by the way σ is computed. In the first one, σ is computed pointwise, in
the second one it is computed by a projection on the basis µi.
4. Numerical Tests
In all the numerical tests the underlying asset is worth S0 = 590 at t0 = 0 and T = 1; in all cases the volatility is constant
near zero and at infinity and equal to σ0 = 0.4 when x 6∈ (0.5S0, 1.5S0). We make this hypothesis because calls are very
insensitive to σ in regions where it is almost linear in x.
Dupire’s equation is solved in (0, 3S0) × (0, T ) by an implicit Euler finite difference scheme with a centered finite
difference approximation of the second derivative. The number of mesh points is 160 in space and 100 in time. The linear
system at each time step is solved by a Gauss LU decomposition.
4.1. The target volatility
We have solved several inverse problems for which the solutions are known. These are constructed by choosing a σd,
then compute the corresponding call ud and then sample some values of ud as observations. In the following there are 10
observations uniformly distributed over (0, 3S0) and at one observation time, namely T .
In (0.5S0, 1.5S0) × (0, T ) the target volatility σd is a bi-cubic spline interpolation of the following values for j =
1 . . . Zx, k = 1 . . . Zt , i = (j− 1)Zt + k:
xi = S0
(
0.5+ j− 1
Zx − 1
)
, ti = T k− 1Zt − 1 , σd(xi, ti) = σ0
i
I
(
2− i− 1
I − 1
)
(26)
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Fig. 1. One spline basis function σ i corresponding to the 21st node of a regular 40× 40 spline.
Fig. 2. Price of the call u as a function of x and t . Changes on the volatility are not visible on u; all results look like this one.
with I = Zx ∗ Zt . However to make the problem harder we have added a perturbation to this spline interpolation in some
cases; either a constant value of−0.1 in the interval (0.75S0, 2S0)×(0.5T , 0.66T ) (easily recognizable on the figures because
σ is discontinuous then) or a quadratic function of x and t in the same window with zero value on the boundary of the
window and 0.1 in the center.
4.2. The reduced basis
Similarly µi is the cubic spline interpolation when all point values are σ0 except the ith one where the value is 1 (see
Fig. 1). Then ui is the solution of (14) with σ = 2√µi.
4.3. The optimization problem
The optimization problem (19) is solved by a conjugate gradient algorithm with gradients computed by automatic
differentiation in direct mode (see [7]). All the tests made behave more or less like the two presented here: Zx = 8, Zt = 5
giving 40 unknowns and Zx = 5, Zt = 5 giving 25 unknowns.
The cost function in (19) is reduced from 70 to 10−5 in 20 iterations; the gradient norm is then 10−3. Fig. 2 shows the
optimal price u as a function of x, t . The corresponding volatility, computed by (17) is shown on Fig. 3 together with the
target volatility surface. Here σd is in the control space (reachable exactly). In another test this volatility is perturbed by
subtracting 0.1 in a small window as explained above. The target volatility is not reachable because it is discontinuous (see
Fig. 4). Yet the algorithm is fairly stable and the optimal cost function is also quite small (in the range 10−5 as well). However
while the optimal σ has moved in the right direction in the deformed area, it is not equal to the target volatility. Increasing
the number of parameters in the cubic spline does not improve the situation. this is because such a small change in volatility
is almost imperceptible on u; the problem is quite stiff!
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Fig. 3. Computed volatility surface with 8× 5 unknowns and the target volatility which belongs to the discrete space.
Fig. 4. Computed volatility surface with 8× 5 unknowns and the target volatility which does not belong to the discrete space.
Fig. 5. Spectrum of the linear system to recover σ when the number of basis functions is 5× 5. The largest eigenfunction, 34.8388513+ 0i, is not plotted.
4.4. Analysis of the matrix B
Now we wish to reconstruct the volatility by the RBM. The spectrum of the matrix was computed in 4 cases. All of them
have very small eigenvalues. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum when the number of basis functions is 5× 5.
The recovery of σ as a solution of the linear system does not work (see Fig. 6) if we do not add the constraint
∑I
1 bi = 1;
this is not the same as
∑I
1 ai = 1 but it plays a similar role; with this constraint the results are rather good (Fig. 7) even if
the target volatility surface does not belong to the approximation space (see Fig. 8).
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Fig. 6. The recovery of σ by RBM (i.e. by solving (25)). The solution without the constraint
∑I
1 bi = 1 is shown here.
Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 but the solution is computed by solving (25) with the added constraint
∑I
1 bi = 1.
Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7 the solution is computed by solving (25) with the constraint
∑I
1 bi = 1 but now the target is as in Fig. 4, not in the discrete space.
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Table 1
Convergence of the error versus number of basis functions. The third column shows the norm of the gradient of the cost function of the optimization
problem after 500 iterations.
Basis size Error Gradient
9 3.84712e−05 6.09443e−06
25 9.68731e−06 2.14533e−07
64 4.35193e−07 7.87095e−11
144 1.57072e−06 5.44089e−11
4.5. Convergence study
It is true that the error does not seem to depend much on the number of basis functions. Below Table 1 shows the value
of the criteria after 500 iterations of the conjugate gradient algorithm; it is also the square of the error between the observed
and the computed prices.
5. Conclusion
In all the numerical cases investigated here the Reduced Basis Method seems stable and efficient. For the calibration of
option prices there is an implementation which is even faster and more accurate, that is obtained by making use of the
explicit value of the volatility from the derivatives of the call. More numerical tests and mathematical investigations are
required to verify this. It is also unclear how this could be generalized to more complex option models and basket options,
but so far the method is the fastest among its competitors.
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